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ABSTRACT
Variable stars with well-calibrated period-luminosity relationships provide accurate
distance measurements to nearby galaxies and are therefore a vital tool for cosmology
and astrophysics. While these measurements typically rely on samples of Cepheid and
RR-Lyrae stars, abundant populations of luminous variable stars with longer periods of
10−1000 days remain largely unused. We apply machine learning to derive a mapping
between lightcurve features of these variable stars and their magnitude to extend
the traditional period-luminosity (PL) relation commonly used for Cepheid samples.
Using photometric data for long period variable stars in the Large Magellanic cloud
(LMC), we demonstrate that our predictions produce residual errors comparable to
those obtained on the corresponding Cepheid population. We show that our model
generalizes well to other samples by performing a blind test on photometric data from
the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). Our predictions on the SMC again show small
residual errors and biases, comparable to results that employ PL relations fitted on
Cepheid samples. The residual biases are complementary between the long period
variable and Cepheid fits, which provides exciting prospects to better control sources
of systematic error in cosmological distance measurements. We finally show that the
proposed methodology can be used to optimize samples of variable stars as standard
candles independent of any prior variable star classification.
Key words: distance scale – cosmology: observations – stars: variables – Magellanic
Clouds
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most important aspects of modern cosmology
and astrophysics is the measurement of accurate distances.
Variable stars like Cepheids that exhibit tight relationships
between their oscillation period and luminosity are among
the primary tools to measure distances in the local universe.
In the advent of precision cosmology, Cepheid distances are
a vital rung in the cosmological distance ladder and calibrate
local Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) samples. These SNIa dis-
tance measurements (e.g. Conley et al. 2011; Riess et al.
2016) provide an absolute distance scale in the low red-
shift universe, that complement constraints on the CMB
sound horizon scale (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a) at
the high redshift border of the visible universe. The mild
tension between both distance scales that currently persists
in the literature (e.g. Riess et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2017;
Feeney et al. 2018) could require new theoretical interpre-
tations of these complementary distance scales. Given suffi-
? E-mail: markusr@andrew.cmu.edu
cient observational evidence, this can motivate considering
non-standard extensions to the cosmological model like the
introduction of sterile neutrinos, dynamical dark energy or
a nonzero curvature component (e.g. Wyman et al. 2014;
Dvorkin et al. 2014; Leistedt et al. 2014; Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016b; Di Valentino et al. 2016; Bernal et al. 2016;
Zhao et al. 2017; Sola` et al. 2017). A primary challenge in
the field is therefore to clarify if the observed tensions are
significant signs of new physics or caused by observational
systematics.
Cepheid distances, which provide the primary calibra-
tion for local supernovae samples, are subject to a variety
of potential observational and methodological systematics
(e.g. Freedman et al. 2001; Conley et al. 2011; Efstathiou
2014; Kodric et al. 2015; Riess et al. 2016; Zhang et al.
2017; Feeney et al. 2018) such as inaccurate photometric
calibration, metallicity differences between anchor samples
or biases introduced by the treatment of outliers in fits of
the period-luminosity (PL) relation. In addition, sufficiently
large anchor samples for Cepheids are only available in ∼ 9
nearby galaxies (Zhang et al. 2017). As a result, ≈ 30% of
© 2015 The Authors
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2the total error budget on local H0 measurements is related
to the Cepheid distance calibration (see Riess et al. 2016,
Fig. 1). Exploring additional sources of distance calibration
for local supernovae measurements is therefore an interest-
ing avenue to better control sources of systematic errors in
H0 measurements. For example Huang et al. (2018) recently
proposed the tight period luminosity relation of oxygen-rich
Mira variables as an additional rung in the cosmological dis-
tance ladder. Distance measurements that use variable stars
exploit the tight relationship between period, metallicity and
the luminosity of Cepheids, RR-Lyrae and Mira variables
to calibrate them as cosmological standard candles. How-
ever, there exist a large variety of other luminous variable
stars, like OGLE Small Amplitude Red Giant stars (OS-
ARG), that also exhibit a variety of overlapping sequences
in PL space.
The goal of this paper is to investigate how machine
learning can be used to exploit these variable stars for cos-
mological distance measurements. This is facilitated by the
rich feature set in variable star lightcurves, typically used
in the context of variable star classification (e.g. Richards
et al. 2011; Dubath et al. 2011; Palaversa et al. 2013; Ku¨gler
et al. 2015; Armstrong et al. 2016; Sesar et al. 2017; Naul
et al. 2018), that contains much more information about the
variable star luminosity than just the first dominant period.
This paper is structured as follows. In §2 we will de-
scribe the photometric data and the lightcurve features used
in this analysis. §3 describes our methodology, the metrics
used, and additional analysis steps such as outlier rejection.
§4 details our analysis and §5 closes with a discussion and
summary of our results.
2 DATA
We use star catalogs from the third public release of the
Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) survey
(e.g. OGLE 2018; Soszyn´ski et al. 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011),
which provides photometric lightcurves of the Large Mag-
ellanic Cloud and Small Magellanic Cloud in the I and
V bands. The catalog contains variable star classifications,
mean lightcurve magnitudes in the I and V filters and the
three primary periods P1−3 and amplitudes A1−3 extracted
from the I band lightcurves by Fourier decomposition as de-
scribed in Soszynski et al. (2004). We use the fundamental
mode Cepheid and the Long Period variables (LPV) in the
full catalog, where the LPV sample consist of semi-regular
variables (SRV), Mira stars and OGLE Small Amplitude
Red Giant (OSARG) variables. In the following we will fur-
ther distinguish stars on the Red Giant Branch (RGB) and
the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB). We correct the I band
magnitude for reddening using the optical Wesenheit index
(e.g. Madore 1982; Schlegel et al. 1998; Soszynski et al. 2007)
WI = I − 1.55 · (V − I) , (1)
where I and V denote the mean apparent magnitudes in the
I and V band respectively. We restrict the Wesenheit range
of the LPV sample to 3 < WI < 16 and use |WI | < 17.5
for the fundamental mode Cepheid sample, which is slightly
fainter than the LPV population. Beyond these Wesenheit
magnitude limits we only find LPV and fundamental mode
Cepheid stars that lack magnitude measurements in the V
or I band (values are set to -99.99) or a total of 14 (7) very
faint LPV in the LMC (SMC) with up to WI . 20.
Fig. 1 plots the first period against the optical We-
senheit index (or ‘P-W relation’), for the different types of
variable stars in the selected catalog. The left panel shows
the P-W relations for the population in the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud (LMC). Besides the population of fundamen-
tal mode Cepheids (F-Cepheids), we see a large sample of
bright variable stars with longer periods covering two or-
ders of magnitude from 10 to 1000 days. The sample size of
each stellar population is shown in the legend. The largest
population, ≈ 80.000 variable stars, are OGLE Small Ampli-
tude Red Giant stars (OSARGs). Notably, the OSARG sam-
ple is significantly brighter than the corresponding Cepheid
sample for P > 20 days. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows
the P-W relation of OSARGs in the LMC (blue) and SMC
(red). Besides the shift towards fainter magnitudes due to
the distance modulus between the two galaxies, we also note
that the stellar population is significantly different. While
both LMC and SMC OSARGs follow the same characteris-
tic P-W sequences, the SMC OSARGs do not cover the full
range of magnitudes and periods that would be expected
from the LMC population. Furthermore the P-W relations
in the SMC appear slightly tilted compared with the LMC
sequences. A likely explanation for this discrepancy could
be differences in the metallicity between both stellar popu-
lations.
2.1 Features: Periods
The overlapping P-W sequences that are in the current lit-
erature referred to as OSARG, Mira and SRV stars were
initially described by Wood et al. (1999) and will be re-
ferred to as ‘Wood sequences’. They correspond to modes
of stellar oscillation and can be related to clusters of pe-
riod ratios. These can be efficiently analysed using so-called
Petersen diagrams, shown in Fig. 2. This diagram, applied
earlier by e.g. Soszynski et al. (2004), shows the distribu-
tion of pulsators in the space of longest period vs. shorter
period to long period ratio. The left (right) panel shows the
Petersen diagram for the OSARG population in the LMC
(SMC). Soszynski et al. (2004) studied the OSARG popula-
tion in the Magellanic Clouds and showed that the clusters
in the Petersen diagram can be associated with the Wood
sequences and thus to the type of stellar pulsation mode.
Period ratios around 0.97 to 1.0 can be associated with non-
radial oscillations that can also be found in Cepheids1 and
RR-Lyr (Soszynski et al. 2004, and references therein).
The lower right clump around PL ≈ 200 days can be
associated with Long Secondary Period (LSP) oscillations,
whose origin is still an area of active research (see Trabuc-
chi et al. 2017, and references therein). The near horizontal
sequences visible in the Petersen diagram are related to the
aforementioned Wood sequences in P-W space and thus cor-
respond to characteristic period ratios of stellar oscillations.
Comparing the left and right panels of Fig. 2, we see that the
basic structure of the Petersen diagram is the same in both
1 We refer to Smolec et al. (2017) for a more detailed discussion
of Petersen diagrams for Cepheids and RR-Lyr.
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Figure 1. Overview of the Period-Wesenheit (P-W) relations for the different subsamples used in this analysis. The legends list the
number of stars in the respective subsamples in brackets. Left : Fundamental Mode Cepheids (F-Ceph), Mira stars (Mira), semi-regular
variables (SRV) and OGLE Small Amplitude Red Giant stars (OSARGs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Right : P-W relation of
OSARG variables in the LMC and the Small Magellanic cloud (SMC).
Figure 2. Petersen diagram of the full OSARG AGB and RGB star samples in the LMC (left panel) and SMC (right panel). Forming all
combinations from the three primary periods, we plot the longer period PL against the ratio between shorter and longer period PS/PL .
A star can therefore appear up to 3 times in the Petersen diagram, depending on the number of measured periods.
the LMC and SMC samples. While the number of OSARG
stars is lower in the SMC than in the LMC, the horizontal
clusters of stars with similar period ratios at PL < 102 are
populated in both diagrams. We refer to Soszynski et al.
(2004) for a more detailed analysis of Petersen diagrams of
OSARG variables in the Magellanic Clouds.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the P-W relation for
the RGB and AGB populations of LMC OSARGs. As ex-
pected, the AGB stars extend towards brighter magnitudes,
but largely cover the same Wood sequences as the RGB pop-
ulation, in agreement with Kiss & Bedding (2003); Soszynski
et al. (2004). We note a small period shift between the RGB
and AGB samples, which can be explained by the fact that
the characteristic oscillation period P for solar oscillations
scales with effective temperature Teff , stellar mass M and lu-
minosity L as P ∼ L/(MT3.5eff ) as given in Stello et al. (2007).
At constant luminosity the AGB stars will have a higher ef-
fective temperature compared to RGB stars. This tempera-
ture difference induces a small period shift between samples
of AGB and RGB stars (Kiss & Bedding 2003; Soszynski
et al. 2004).
We conclude that the first three dominant periods con-
tain information about the type of stellar oscillation, the
position on the respective Wood sequences as well as the
evolutionary state of the giant star. The luminosity infor-
mation contained in the multiple oscillation periods of RGB
stars was already exploited for distance measurements by
e.g. Tabur et al. (2010). Accordingly the multiple oscilla-
tion periods can be expected to be important features in
our Machine Learning approach.
2.2 Features: Amplitudes
The right panel of Fig. 3 plots the first amplitude A1 against
the Wesenheit magnitude WI for the AGB and RGB OS-
ARG variables. We plot the range between the 0.05 and
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4Figure 3. Differences in the primary period-amplitude distribution between the OSARG AGB and OSARG RGB subsamples. Left :
Primary period P1 against Wesenheit WI distribution for the AGB (blue) and RGB (red) subsamples. Right : Primary amplitude A1
against Wesenheit WI distribution for the AGB (blue) and RGB (red) subsample. The vertical lines show the inter quantile range of the
WI distribution between the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the respective subsamples. The blue dashed density contours highlight the A1
against WI distribution for OSARG AGB variables, that is partly overplotted by the OSARG RGB points.
0.95 quantile, i.e. the inter-quantile range IQR, for the AGB
(RGB) population as solid (dashed) vertical lines and high-
light the amplitude-Wesenheit distribution of the OSARG
AGB population with density contours. The amplitude and
the Wesenheit are anti-correlated, where AGB and RGB
OSARG samples with smaller amplitudes extend towards
fainter magnitudes as to be expected from the peak ampli-
tude scaling A ∼ L/(MT2eff) predicted by Stello et al. (2007).
As discussed in Trabucchi et al. (2017), the observed ampli-
tudes are related to the growth rate of the stellar oscillation
modes and can therefore be expected to help in distinguish-
ing between different modes of stellar oscillation.
From these considerations we conclude that the inclu-
sion of the first three amplitudes into the feature set is well
motivated by both their correlation with the luminosity of
the star and by their connection to the growth rates of the
respective stellar oscillation modes.
3 METHODOLOGY
As noted previously, our goal is to select samples of long
period variables for which we can obtain accurate Wesenheit
predictions. In this way we are able to jointly optimize the
sample selection, i.e. the identification of ‘standard candle-
like’ stars, and make accurate predictions of the Wesenheit
magnitudes based on the high dimensional feature set. The
following analysis uses the lightcurve features discussed in
§2.1 and 2.2:
• the primary P1, secondary P2 and tertiary P3 oscillation
periods;
• the corresponding amplitudes A1, A2 and A3 of the os-
cillations.
The full information of the mapping between the
lightcurve features f and the apparent Wesenheit index WI
is contained in the conditional probability density function
(pdf) p(WI |f). Once this distribution is estimated for each
variable star in the catalog, we define a statistic of this dis-
tribution that will be used to obtain Wesenheit predictions
for a given variable star. In the classical regression setting
this is the conditional mean, which is also our choice, but
alternatives such as the conditional median can be justified
if p(WI |f) is expected to exhibit wide wings, due to a signif-
icant fraction of outliers in the data. The estimated distri-
bution p(WI |f) is a convolution of a pdf that describes the
photometric error in WI , the intrinsic error of the data2 and
other effects like attenuation bias from inconsistencies in the
errors on input features across different datasets or inaccu-
racies in the machine learning algorithm. Since the OGLE
photometry is of exceptional quality (S/N > 1500) and very
similar in both the LMC and SMC, we do not incorporate
the photometric error or attenuation bias into the modeling
and assume that p(WI |f) is dominated by the intrinsic error
in the data.
As a selection criterion of high-quality standard candles
we use the standard deviation σ(WI |f) of the conditional pdf
p(WI |f) and select only those objects for which this quantity
is small. This is motivated by our previous decision to use
the mean of p(WI |f) as the regression statistic. The proce-
dure therefore essentially approximates the conditional pdf
p(WI |f) as a normal distribution. The mean is used to pre-
dict the Wesenheit magnitude of the variable star and the
standard deviation allows us to select those stars that are
expected to occupy regions in feature space where the most
accurate predictions are possible. While the analysis pre-
sented in this paper only relies on estimates for two statistics
of the conditional pdf, the general method that we demon-
strate constructs the full shape of this distribution. This
enables a possible extension to alternative point statistics
like the conditional median.
2 Here, the intrinsic error refers to the standard deviation of
the conditional pdf obtained by a perfect estimator on noiseless
data. This error depends only on the intrinsic information in the
lightcurve features to predict the Wesenheit, but not on inaccu-
racies in the estimator or data.
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3.1 Conditional Density Estimation
In this section we describe our machine learning methodol-
ogy to construct an estimate for the conditional pdf p(WI |f)
from which the mean and standard deviation are derived.
To avoid overfitting, we split the available data randomly
into two disjunct subsamples; the training and test set. The
model is then fitted, or trained, on the training set and sub-
sequently applied to the disjunct test set. This work will use
90% of the data to train the model and 10% as test data, in
a so-called ‘10-fold cross validation’ procedure described in
§3.3.
To estimate the conditional pdf p(WI |f), we discretize
the Wesenheit index of the training set into 300 equally
spaced bins.3 In this way we reformulate the regression prob-
lem of predicting the continuous Wesenheit index WI as a
classification problem (e.g. Schapire et al. 2002; Frank &
Bouckaert 2009; Rau et al. 2015). The model will then es-
timate probabilities of Wesenheit-bin membership. These
probabilities can then be combined into a histogram that
is an estimate of the conditional pdf p(WI |fi) for each vari-
able star i in the sample.
It is convenient to express this estimate as a weighted
sum over the Wesenheit magnitudes W i
I
of the stars i in
the training set. The Wesenheit interval j ∈ [1, nbins = 300]
into which the star i falls is denoted as Ij . Denoting the bin
probability of bin j as Pj , we can define a weight wi(f) for
each variable star in the training set as
wi(f) =
nbins∑
j=1
(Pj
nj
)
Θ(W iI ∈ Ij ), (2)
where nj is the number of all variable stars in the training set
that fall into bin Ij andW iI denotes the Wesenheit magnitude
of the training set star. For a variable star in the test set with
Wesenheit magnitude WI and feature vector f, we can write
the conditional distribution p(WI |f) as
p(WI |f) =
N∑
i=1
wi(f)
nbins∑
j=1
Θ(WI ∈ Ij )Θ(W iI ∈ Ij )
rj
, (3)
where N =
∑j=nbins
j=1 nj denotes the number of variable stars
in the training set and rj is the width of bin Ij . The boolean
function Θ(x) is 0 if its argument is false and unity if it is
true. Accordingly Θ(WI ∈ Ij )Θ(W iI ∈ Ij ) is unity if both W iI
and WI are in bin Ij and 0 otherwise. Note that these weights
are a function of the features f of the respective variable star
in the test set, as the bin probabilities will depend on the
position in feature space.
The conditional mean 〈WI |f〉 can be estimated on the
weighted training set as
〈WI |f〉 =
N∑
i=1
wi(f)W iI , (4)
and the conditional standard deviation σ(WI |f) as
σ(WI |f) =
√√ N∑
i=1
wi(f)
(
W i
I
− 〈WI |f〉
)2
(5)
3 The results are not very sensitive to this choice, but choosing
an overly-coarse binning can lead to biased estimates.
In §4, we rank the variable stars in order of increasing
conditional standard deviation and select a subsample that
contains only stars that are expected to yield very accurate
predictions of their Wesenheit magnitude given their feature
vectors f.
3.2 The Random Forest
In the following we describe the Random Forest4 classifier
(Breiman 2001) that we use to estimate the bin probabilities
Pj .
Given a training set of variable stars with known com-
binations of features fi and Wesenheit indices W iI , the al-
gorithm starts by forming NT number of bootstrap realiza-
tions of this training set. In the process of bootstrapping, we
randomly select N elements from the original dataset with
replacement, where N denotes the sample size of the origi-
nal dataset. On each of these bootstrap realizations a single
decision tree is fitted. The index T identifies a particular
tree in the Random Forest. The Random Forest predicts bin
probabilities by averaging the bin probabilities estimated by
all NT decision trees in the Random Forest.
A single decision tree is a binary partitioning tree that is
recursively grown on the bootstrapped dataset by selecting
splits such that the newly formed partitions are optimized
to contain only training set stars of high similarity. Each
grown partition with index τ ∈ [1, Nτ ] corresponds to a re-
gion in input space Rτ . We denote Nτ as the total number of
partitions, or ‘leaf nodes’ of the tree, and nτ as the number
of training set elements in partition τ. The probability that
a variable star whose features fall into a region f ∈ Rτ has a
Wesenheit index in bin j, WI ∈ Ij , is given as the fraction of
training set elements in Rτ that fall into Ij
Pτ, j =
nτ∑
i=1
Θ(W i
I
∈ Ij )
nτ
, (6)
where the sum runs over all nτ training set elements in re-
gion Rτ . Similarity can be optimized by minimizing the Gini
criterion Gτ in region Rτ :
Gτ =
nbins∑
j=1
Pτ, j (1 − Pτ, j ) . (7)
Note that Gτ vanishes if all training set elements in region Rτ
reside in the same Wesenheit bin, and is maximal if they are
equally distributed across the Wesenheit bins. In each recur-
sion step we select a binary split in feature space such, that
the summed Gτ over all regions Rτ is minimized compared
with the previous state. The splitting stops if a minimum
number of training set objects are located in the respective
region, which is a tuning parameter of the model.
If a new variable star is queried down the tree into region
Rτ , the tree returns the bin probabilities Pτ, j , as defined
in Eq. 6, for each Wesenheit bin Ij . For a more in-depth
description of the Random Forest algorithm, we refer the
interested reader to the literature (e.g. Hastie et al. 2001;
Bishop 2006).
4 We use the implementation provided by the scikit-learn package
(Pedregosa et al. 2011), using the default parameters from the
‘Random Forest Classifier’.
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63.3 Evaluation and Metrics
The analysis presented in §4, applies the Random Forest
classifier to each variable star in the considered sample. To
ensure that the trained model generalizes well to unseen
data, we iterate the splits into training and test set using
the k-fold cross validation technique. The complete dataset
is randomly split into k non-overlapping, equal-sized parts,
where we use the common choice k = 10. The model is then
trained on all but the first of these partitions and subse-
quently applied to the held-out partition. The procedure
then continues in the same manner with the remaining par-
titions, where each partition is held out once. In this way
we generate an estimate of the conditional density p(WI |f)
for each star in the sample in k = 10 chunks. We can then
evaluate the performance metrics, such as accuracy of the
mean and variance.
We measure the prediction quality using the root mean
squared error between the true Wesenheit magnitude Wtrue
and the predicted Wesenheit magnitude Wpred as
RMSE =
√
MSE =
√√
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Wtrue,i −Wpred,i
)2
, (8)
and the mean error (ME) in the prediction as
ME =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Wtrue,i −Wpred,i
)
. (9)
To accurately use variable stars for distance measurements,
an important quality requirement is that the variation in the
slope of the regression function is small across the several
distance anchors (see e.g. Zhang et al. 2017). To compare
the accuracy of the prediction across samples, we consider
the linear regression function
Wtrue = bWpred + µ, (10)
where µ represents the offset of the linear regression fit and
Wpred (Wtrue) the predicted (true) Wesenheit indices. Since
the offset in these relations is connected with the distance
modulus between both samples, we compare the similarity
between both relations in terms of the relative bias in the
slope b between a reference sample R and a comparison sam-
ple C:
b∆ = (bR − bC)
/
bR . (11)
3.4 Outlier Removal
Outlier removal is an essential part of accurately using
period-luminosity relations of variable stars for distance
measurements. A common technique (Zhang et al. 2017)
removes outliers that deviate more than α σ from the lin-
ear Wpred-Wtrue regression line. In this work we use α = 2.25,
which is a common choice used in the literature (Zhang et al.
2017). Specifically, we iteratively repeat α σ outlier rejec-
tion and linear regression of non-rejected datapoints until
we reach convergence.
4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In the following section we apply the methodology described
in §3 to the OGLE photometric variable star catalogs of the
Magellanic Clouds. We rank the long period variable stars
in these samples based on our estimates of their conditional
standard deviation (Eq. 5). We select variable stars where
these values are small, and for which therefore the lightcurve
parameters are highly predictive of their Wesenheit. We then
evaluate the metrics defined in §3.3 on these selections on
the selected subsamples in the LMC and the SMC catalogs.
4.1 Large Magellanic Cloud
In this section we investigate how the accuracy of the Ran-
dom Forest predictions improve when we optimize the sam-
ple selection using the methodology described in §3. To this
end, we use the 10-fold cross validation procedure to obtain
predictions of the conditional mean (Eq. 4) and conditional
standard deviation (Eq. 5) for the variable star samples in
the LMC. For each of the 10 equal-sized folds, we select the
variable stars based on the smallest estimated conditional
standard deviation and evaluate the performance metrics on
this selection. Thus for each selected sample size we obtain
10 cross validated performance estimates. This procedure is
separately applied to the full sample of long period vari-
ables, and to four subclasses of variable stars: AGB/RGB
OGLE Small Amplitude Red Giants, Mira variables and
semi-regular variables (SRV). The left (right) panel of Fig. 4
shows the root mean squared RMS error (mean error ME)5
as a function of the selected sample size, i.e. the number
of variable stars that remain in the sample after the selec-
tion by conditional standard deviation σ(W | f ) as described
above. The solid mean line shows the average performance
across the k = 10 equal sized folds and the error contours
the standard deviation across them. We quote the combined
sample size of the 10 folds on the horizontal axis and di-
vide the width of the 1σ errorbars by
√
k to correct for the
increased sample size.
To compare with the performance of a well-known stan-
dard candle, we show these metrics, obtained in the same
manner, for the fitted Period-Wesenheit (P-W) relation of
the LMC Cepheids as a grey band. The black bullet corre-
sponds to the sample size of this Cepheid sample. We note
that the AGB and RGB OSARGs show small RMSE values
that are consistent with the performance of the Cepheid P-
W relation within the statistical errors, while having a factor
of three times larger sample size.
Fig. 4 also shows the results of our method when applied
to the full LPV sample (‘All LPV’) with all its subclasses, i.e.
Mira, SRV and OSARG variables. The performance in this
case is quite similar to AGB OSARG and RGB OSARG.
Comparing with the performance of e.g. the SRV popula-
tion at constant sample size, we see that our methodology
robustly identifies subpopulations of LPVs with especially
tight conditional pdfs purely based on light curve features,
without a prior step of variable star classification.
We highlight this point in the following analysis: we
use the ‘All LPV’ sample, i.e. the sample of all long period
variables in the LMC, and investigate how the fraction of
different types of LPV variables changes, when we select
5 The root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean error (ME)
are defined in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 respectively.
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subsamples using our proposed method. We measure this
change as the fractional population difference:
∆frac,type =
Nselect/Nselect,total
Norig/Norig,total
. (12)
Here Nselect denotes the number of stars of a given type af-
ter the selection and Nselect,total denotes the total number of
stars, including all types, after the selection. Norig denotes
the number of stars of a given type before the selection, i.e.
for the full sample, and Norig,total denotes the total number
of stars for the full sample, including all types. This quan-
tity therefore measures how the fraction of a given type of
variable stars changes in the sample, when we apply a more
restrictive selection.
Fig. 5 plots ∆frac,type as a function of the selected sam-
ple size. We see that the fraction of MIRA and SRV variable
stars decreases significantly, while the fraction of OSARG
AGB and OSARG RGB stars remains constant and even
increases. We note that the horizontal line shows the ex-
pectation of a random selection, where the fraction of LPV
types remains constant. The 1σ errorbars show the deviation
between the 10 cross validation folds.
Compared with the performance of the OSARG
AGB/RGB subsamples, we note that Mira or SRV variables
show a substantially larger RMSE, due to a larger luminosity
range at fixed period compared with OSARG variables. We
expect however that the inclusion of deep infrared photom-
etry in the K band (Whitelock et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2017)
will improve the residuals obtained for the Mira sample, as
Miras follow a well defined P-W relation in this wavelength
range (see e.g. Huang et al. 2018). Similarly the mean errors
obtained for those samples that show a small RMSE, i.e. the
AGB OSARG, RGB OSARG and the full LPV sample, are
consistent with the results obtained using Cepheids, albeit
having a small bias towards underpredicting the true Wesen-
heit. We note that this result is stable across all considered
sample sizes, where the width of the error decreases with
the inclusion of more stars to the sample. For large sample
sizes of N > 10.000 stars, the error on the mean error (ME),
shown as 1σ contours, obtained on the LPV samples is sig-
nificantly smaller than the one for Cepheids. At the sample
size of the Cepheid sample, these errorbars are comparable
between Cepheids and LPVs.
The left panel of Fig. 6 color codes the selected long
period variable stars in the P-W relation. We see that the
best 2000 long period variables6, cluster around the faint
part of the respective Wood sequences, in a tight correlation
between log period and Wesenheit. This result again high-
lights that the algorithm is able to effectively select samples
of variable stars solely based on the provided input features
without the need of a prior classification step. In addition
we note that the selected sample is on average significantly
brighter than the Cepheid sample. While the Cepheid sam-
ple has Wesenheit of 11 . WI . 16, the selected LPV sample
span a range of 11 . WI . 13 (see Fig. 6). Their brightness
makes these LPV stars attractive as potential standard can-
dles for cosmological distance measurements. We note that
6 For this sample size, the ‘All LPV’ sample in Fig. 4, is roughly of
comparable size to the Cepheid sample and has similar prediction
accuracy.
imposing a less stringent sample selection on σ(W |f) will
allow more and even brighter objects into the sample. We
discuss this in more detail in §4.3. The right panel of Fig. 6
plots the true Wesenheit against the difference between pre-
dicted and true Wesenheit for both the full sample and our
selection. We see that the performance of the selected, or
optimized, sample is much better compared with the full
sample. We also note that the multimodality in Wesenheit
magnitude at a given period as shown in Fig. 6, is removed
and the Wesenheit distribution as estimated by the Ran-
dom Forest algorithm given the full feature set is now more
peaked and unimodal.
4.2 Small Magellanic Cloud
In the previous analysis we trained our model exclusively on
LMC data using the 10-fold cross validation procedure. In
order to test the robustness of our model on other datasets,
we now train our model on LMC data and apply it to the cor-
responding SMC datasets. Since we demonstrated in the pre-
vious section that the OSARG stars are the best-performing
subpopulation of LPV in the LMC, we concentrate in this
section on this subtype for simplicity. In the following section
we will train separately on the AGB and RGB subpopula-
tion.
We use the Random Forest models trained on the 10
cross validation folds of AGB/RGB OSARG variables in
the LMC and query the corresponding SMC datasets. We
therefore obtain 10 sets of predictions for the SMC AGB
and SMC RGB population respectively, each corresponding
to a cross validation fold in the LMC. The variance between
these 10 predictions therefore quantifies the variance in the
training of the Random Forest. Since the Random Forest is
trained on the LMC data, the predicted Wesenheit magni-
tudes obtained on SMC data will be biased low due to the
distance modulus between LMC and SMC. We can measure
this offset by fitting linear regression functions to the se-
lected relations between predicted Wpred and true Wesenheit
Wtrue for both the LMC and SMC samples. To mimic a typi-
cal distance measurement procedure using variable stars, we
apply the outlier removal algorithm described in §3.4 to each
set of SMC predictions and to each of the 10 cross-validated
LMC prediction sets. In analogy to the previous section, we
compare the performance of our methodology with the per-
formance of the P-W fits of the fundamental mode Cepheid
sample in the LMC and SMC. To make a comparison easier
we do not consider the P-W relation directly but instead
consider the predicted Wesenheit indices from the fitted P-
W relation.
In analogy to the Machine Learning (ML) approach, we
fit the P-W relation on the LMC and apply the model to
the corresponding SMC data. Note that the outlier rejec-
tion and 10-fold cross validation7 are analogously applied to
the Cepheid sample to obtain error contours in the quoted
metrics. The outlier rejection algorithm will remove a cer-
tain fraction of the data after the cut on the conditional
standard deviation is performed. We will refer to the sample
7 Our fundamental mode Cepheid sample in the LMC (SMC)
contains 1806 (2603) stars from which 89 ± 3 % (89 ± 0%) remain
after the outlier rejection method is applied.
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8Figure 4. Root mean squared error and mean error of the Machine Learning predictions evaluated on different samples of long period
variable stars (LPV) in the LMC as a function of the selected sample size. The horizontal axis shows how many stars are kept in the
sample after applying our sample selection methodology (§3). In the left panel, the y-axis shows the root mean squared error (Eq. 8)
for asymptotic giant branch (AGB) OSARG, red giant branch (RGB) OSARG, SRV and MIRA stars as well as for all LPV. The right
panel shows the mean error (Eq. 9) for asymptotic giant branch (AGB) OSARG, red giant branch (RGB) OSARG and for all LPV. The
horizontal grey contour shows the respective results obtained using fundamental mode Cepheids (F-Ceph), where the black right triangle
indicates the Cepheid sample size. The mean and errorbars are obtained by 10-fold cross validation as explained in the text.
Figure 5. Excess probability over a random selection for the
different types of long period variables as a function of the se-
lected sample size in the full LMC LPV sample. The black hori-
zontal dashed line shows the selection probability that would be
expected in a completely random selection. The brown, blue, yel-
low and green lines show the population fractions for the different
types of LPV, if the selection is done using our method.
size that includes this cut but not the outlier rejection step
as the ‘original selection’ in the following. The exact num-
ber of stars being culled depends on the subsample and, to
a much lesser degree, on the cross validation fold. We report
these numbers in Tab. 1. Since we are mostly interested in
the properties of the SMC sample in this section, we will use
the corresponding SMC fractional samples size (marked in
boldface) as a reference in Fig. 7. The corresponding LMC
sample sizes can be read-off from Tab. 1.
We quantify the performance of our methodology rela-
tive to the Cepheid P-W fit in Fig. 7. In the left panel we
show the RMSE (Eq. 8) as a function of the culled fraction
of SMC variable stars for the RGB and the AGB population
and compare these values with the corresponding result for
the P-W fit of fundamental mode Cepheids (F-Ceph) in the
Orig LMC AGB SMC AGB LMC RGB SMC RGB
10 % 9.3 ± 0.1 % 8.5 ± 0.2 % 9.0 ± 0.2 % 9.0 ± 0.1 %
20 % 18.6 ± 0.3 % 16.8 ± 0.4 % 18.1 ± 0.3 % 17.7 ± 0.1 %
30 % 27.4 ± 0.3 % 25.0 ± 0.3 % 27.0 ± 0.3 % 26.3 ± 0.2 %
40 % 35.6 ± 0.6 % 33.1 ± 0.6 % 35.8 ± 0.4 % 35.0 ± 0.2 %
50 % 43.5 ± 0.6 % 41.0 ± 0.5 % 44.4 ± 0.5 % 43.5 ± 0.2 %
60 % 51.0 ± 0.7 % 49.4 ± 0.7 % 52.8 ± 0.7 % 52.1 ± 0.2 %
70 % 58.8 ± 0.9 % 58.3 ± 0.9 % 60.9 ± 0.9 % 60.3 ± 0.2 %
80 % 66.4 ± 1.5 % 68.0 ± 1.1 % 68.4 ± 0.9 % 68.8 ± 0.3 %
90 % 73.1 ± 1.4 % 77.0 ± 1.1 % 75.7 ± 1.1 % 77.5 ± 0.3 %
100 % 78.9 ± 1.6 % 84.9 ± 1.0 % 82.6 ± 1.3 % 86.0 ± 0.3 %
Table 1. Reduction in sample size due to outlier removal in
percent. The first column shows the fractional sample size after
imposing the cut on the conditional standard deviation, ‘original
selection’ in the following. The other columns report the corre-
sponding fractional sample sizes after the outlier removal for the
different subsamples. The SMC results are shown in boldface and
will be used as reference in this analysis. The 1σ errors quantify
the variation across the 10 cross validation folds.
SMC. We note that both the RGB OSARG as well as the
AGB OSARG population show a rapid decline in RMSE
when more data is being culled. While the RGB OSARG
sample has a smaller RMSE than the AGB OSARG sample
for an original selection of 100%, both samples show quite
similar results to each other and to F-Cepheids for an orig-
inal selection of 20%. The middle panel of Fig. 7 shows the
relative bias in the slope of the linear regression fits (Eq. 11)
as a function of the culled fraction of the respective sample.
We see that the OSARG AGB population performs much
better in terms of this metric as compared with the RGB
sample. For an original selection of 20%, the performance of
the AGB subsample is comparable with the Cepheid sample
reference within the 1σ errorbars.
The right panel concentrates on the AGB OSARG and
the Cepheid sample. We show the offsets between the linear
regression functions estimated on the SMC and the LMC
samples Wδ = Wpred,SMC −Wpred,LMC, evaluated at the per-
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Figure 6. Period-Wesenheit relations and performance of our selected sample of long period variables in the LMC. Left : Period P
against Wesenheit WI for long period variables (LPV) in the LMC. Blue points show the full sample, red points show the 2k stars that
have the smallest conditional standard deviation. Right : Corresponding plot of the true Wesenheit WI against the difference between
the predicted and true Wesenheit WI . The red points again show the 2k predictions for which our model infers the smallest conditional
standard deviation.
Figure 7. Metrics to quantify the generalization performance of the Random Forest predictions. The model is trained on LMC data
and applied to the respective SMC data. Then a linear regression is fitted between the predicted and true Wesenheit magnitudes. The
errorbars shown in these plots are the ±1σ standard deviations from the 10 cross validation folds as described in §4.2. The quoted
fractional sample sizes correspond to the ‘SMC AGB’ and ‘SMC RGB’ columns of Tab. 1. Left : Root mean squared error for the linear
regression obtained on the SMC predictions as a function of the remaining fraction of SMC data (§4.2). We show the result for the AGB
OSARG (blue), the RGB OSARG (red) and the corresponding result from the fundamental mode Cepheids (F-Ceph). Middle: Relative
difference in the slope parameter of the linear regression functions fitted on the LMC and SMC samples, as a function of the remaining
fraction of LMC and SMC data respectively. For the F-Ceph result, we plot the absolute value of this metric for easier comparison. Right :
Offset between the linear regression functions fitted on the LMC and SMC samples. The result is shown for the OSARG AGB stars that
correspond to an original selection of 20% (see Tab. 1) and the sample of fundamental mode Cepheids. The horizontal axis grid is given
by the LMC percentiles of predicted Wesenheit magnitude for the OSARG AGB and fundamental mode Cepheid sample respectively.
The horizontal grey area corresponds to the ±1σ error contour of the measured difference of distance moduli between LMC and SMC
using OGLE fundamental mode Cepheids by Udalski et al. (1999).
centiles of the predicted Wesenheit distribution of the re-
spective LMC OSARG AGB and LMC fundamental mode
Cepheid sample. This allows us to compare both samples,
that cover a different range in Wesenheit index, on the same
scale. We note that the slightly larger relative error in the re-
gression slope b∆ obtained on OSARG AGB stars propagates
into a larger variation in Wδ , compared with the Cepheid ref-
erence. However both results are comparable and overlap at
the faint end, i.e. at the 80th percentile. We compare these
results with measurements of the LMC-SMC distance mod-
ulus by Udalski et al. (1999) that used a comparable sample
of OGLE Cepheids. The corresponding horizontal grey 1σ
error contours are consistent with our Cepheid results and
also with the results obtained using AGB OSARGs at the
faint end. Comparing with Fig. 4, we note that the error
induced by biases in the regression slope (≈ 0.1 mag) is an
order of magnitude larger than the mean error in the LMC
distance anchor (≈ 0.01 mag). Controlling the bias in the re-
gression slope is therefore the most important challenge for
obtaining more accurate distance measurements.
Fig. 8 shows the resulting Wpred-Wtrue relations for the
Cepheid population (left panel) and the population of OS-
ARG AGB stars (right panel) selected using the best 20% el-
ements from the original selection based on their conditional
standard deviation8. For simplicity, in this plot, we merge
8 This corresponds to the maximum sample size in the left and
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Figure 8. Performance when training on LMC data and applying the model to both LMC and SMC data (§4.2) for an original selection
of 20%, i.e. when beginning the analysis with 20% of the sample based on the cut on the conditional standard deviation, before further
outlier rejection. Left : Wesenheit prediction for fundamental mode Cepheids (F-Ceph) in the LMC (red) and SMC (blue) datasets. The
dashed (solid) vertical lines show the inter-quantile range of true Wesenheit values covered by the OSARG AGB sample for the SMC
(LMC) datasets. Right : Wesenheit predictions for an original selection of 20% OSARG AGB stars for the LMC (red) and SMC (blue).
the datasets in the 10 cross validation folds before apply-
ing our methodology. Comparing both panels of Fig. 8, we
note that the OSARG AGB sample is at the bright end of
the fundamental mode Cepheid (F-Ceph) sample as shown
by the vertical lines that indicate the inter-quantile range
IQR0.05,0.95 between the 0.05 and the 0.95 quantile of the
selected true OSARG AGB Wesenheit distribution. We see
that the regression lines between the LMC and the SMC are
slightly biased for both the Cepheid and the OSARG AGB
prediction. We also note that this bias is complementary for
both samples, i.e. the offset between the respective SMC and
LMC linear regression lines is larger at the bright end for the
OSARG AGB subsample and decreases towards the faint
end, whereas the contrary is the case for the Cepheid sam-
ple. This is also highlighted in the right panel of Fig. 7 that
shows the distance between the LMC and SMC linear re-
gression lines as a function of the predicted LMC Wesenheit
percentiles. High (low) percentiles indicate the faint (bright)
end of the OSARG AGB and F-Ceph predicted LMC We-
senheit distributions. This complementarity of systematic
biases suggests that combining distance measurements us-
ing both samples might compensate for their respective sys-
tematic errors. This will however require that the respective
samples are sufficiently complete to avoid introducing addi-
tional sample selection biases. We leave a detailed study of
this for future work.
4.3 Selected Population
The previous sections demonstrated that our methodology
has potential to incorporate LPVs into distance measure-
ments. In §2 we discussed that LPVs, including OSARG
variables, follow tight P-W relations and exhibit character-
istic period ratios that will help the machine learning al-
middle panel of Fig. 7, where the RMSE and bias in the slope
b∆ for the OSARG AGB sample is comparable with the Cepheid
result.
gorithm to distinguish between them. The incorporation of
oscillation amplitudes will also help to improve the perfor-
mance of both the selection as well as the final prediction,
as they relate to the growth rate of oscillation modes and
the luminosity of the star.
In this section we discuss which stars are preferentially
selected by our methodology, on the example of the OSARG
AGB variables. The left (right) panel of Fig. 9 shows the P-
W relation of the 20% best LMC (SMC) OSARG variables
selected by our methodology. We note that no outlier rejec-
tion is applied here, as we want to show the selection based
purely on our methodology. The plot shows that the selected
stars cluster around tight ‘Wood-sequences’ (Wood et al.
1999; Wood 2000; Ita et al. 2004; Wood 2015; Trabucchi
et al. 2017), that correspond to different overtones of stellar
oscillation. Overplotting the analytical sequences obtained
on the LMC OGLE-III dataset by Soszynski et al. (2007), we
can attribute our selected sequences, starting from the lower
period end, to the A′, A, B/C′ and Dc/E relations. Trabuc-
chi et al. (2017) analyzed these sequences using a pulsation
and stellar population synthesis model tuned to resemble
the population of red giants in the LMC. Following their
discussion the selected sequences A′ and A are attributed to
the third (O3) and second (O2) overtone, and the splitted
sequences B/C′ to the first overtone (O1). The long period
population can be roughly associated with the sequences Dc
and E in Soszynski et al. (2007), which could potentially be
caused by stellar pulsation (Wood et al. 2004; Saio et al.
2015; Trabucchi et al. 2017) or binarity9 (Wood et al. 2004;
Soszyn´ski 2007). The right panel of Fig. 9 shows the corre-
sponding selection for the SMC OSARG AGB sample. We
note that the selections between both Magellanic clouds pop-
ulate the same Wood sequences. Accordingly we can assume
that our selection generalizes well to the SMC, as stars with
very similar oscillation patterns are selected. This explains
9 A low mass companion ‘drags’ a dust cloud ejected from the
central red giant star, which disturbs its lightcurve.
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Figure 9. P-W relation of the selected AGB OSARGs in the LMC and SMC. Left : P-W relation of the 20% best OSARG variables
selected in the LMC (red points). We overplot the Wood sequences obtained from Soszynski et al. (2007, table 1) that best fit our
selection. The legend quotes the sequences according to the two conventions in Trabucchi et al. (2017) and, in parenthesis, Soszynski
et al. (2007). Right : Corresponding plot for the SMC selection and Wood sequences extracted from Soszynski et al. (2007, Tab. 2). We
note that no outlier rejection has been applied.
the good performance of our model on the SMC data as
demonstrated in the previous section.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a novel methodology to select variable
stars based on the width of the posterior distribution of their
Wesenheit magnitude given their lightcurve parameters. Our
selection procedure uses the Random Forest algorithm to
estimate this conditional predictive distribution p(WI |f) of
the Wesenheit WI given a set of features f extracted from
the lightcurve of the variable star. Our feature set f consists
of the first three periods and oscillation amplitudes from
the fourier lightcurve fit. We then select variable stars that
have a small standard deviation in the conditional predictive
distribution.
This selection procedure constructs a sample of variable
stars, that show a very tight correlation between the ex-
tracted lightcurve features and their Wesenheit magnitude,
which is an important requirement to use them as cosmo-
logical standard candles. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of this methodology using samples of variable stars in the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC), observed in the photometric bands I and V by
the OGLE collaboration. We show that our method is able
to select a subsample of variable stars within the LMC for
which highly accurate predictions of the Wesenheit magni-
tude, as quantified by the root mean squared error (RMSE),
can be derived. For the sample of OGLE Small Amplitude
Red Giant (OSARG) stars, we show that the RMSE of these
predictions are comparable to the results obtained on fun-
damental mode Cepheids in the LMC. However the sample
of OSARGs with comparable RMS error is larger by a factor
of 3-4 and brighter by ≈ 2 Wesenheit magnitudes on aver-
age. Accordingly, we can select a sample of variable stars
with comparable systematics to Cepheids, that is both more
numerous and brighter. This provides exciting prospects to
extend the distance ladder to extragalactic galaxies by uti-
lizing these variable stars to improve the calibration of local
supernovae samples in distance anchors such as the LMC or
M31.
To demonstrate the generalization performance on un-
seen data from a different galaxy, we train our model on
the OSARG sample in the LMC and apply the trained
model to the corresponding OSARG sample in the SMC.
Using our selection methodology, we obtain RMSE values
consistent with the corresponding results obtained by fit-
ting the Period-Wesenheit relation (P-W) on fundamental
mode Cepheids. Furthermore we investigate how the bias in
the slope of the resulting linear regression between the pre-
dicted and the true Wesenheit differs between the samples.
This quantity is of specific interest as it contributes to the
systematic error budget in the distance calibration of local
supernovae. We find that for the AGB subsample we can
obtain biases that are comparable with the results obtained
using fundamental mode Cepheids. The distance modulus
between the LMC and the SMC regressions obtained using
fundamental mode Cepheids and OSARG AGB variables is
consistent at the faint end of the covered range of Wesenheit
magnitudes, despite the slightly larger bias in the regression
slope as measured on the selected OSARG AGB stars. No-
tably, the sign of this systematic is complementary between
the OSARG AGB and fundamental mode Cepheid sample.
While at the bright end the regression lines are farther apart
for the selected OSARG AGB sample, the contrary is true
for the fundamental mode Cepheids.
This result indicates that there is potential to com-
bine distance measurements obtained using multiple types of
variable stars, like Cepheids and OSARG variables, to better
control systematic errors. The inclusion of additional pho-
tometric bands and lightcurve features will likely improve
these results but also allow the incorporation of other types
of variable stars like Mira variables that show tight PL re-
lations when observed with deep near infrared photometry
(Huang et al. 2018). The inclusion of Gaia parallaxes can
naturally substitute the apparent Wesenheit magnitudes as
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regression targets, which will improve the calibration of dis-
tances to the LMC and SMC. While the presented method-
ology does not require prior variable star classification, it
will still be useful to generate additional features that help
the methodology to better separate the different subclasses.
For example we found that AGB OSARGs in general yielded
better results in the considered performance metrics, as com-
pared with the other types of LPV.
It has to be noted however, that using OSARG vari-
ables in different anchor samples like M31 will require bet-
ter photometry than Cepheid observations. The small am-
plitude of OSARG variability sets stringent requirements
on the quality of the photometry. The median amplitudes
for the selected LMC population in Fig. 9 range from
0.006−0.01 [mag]. Thus, the photometric error of the observa-
tions has to be of that order to avoid sample selection biases.
The observation of long period variables will also require
long time series to obtain accurate period estimates. While
OSARG variables can have very long oscillation periods of
103 days, the bulk of the stars selected by our methodology
have periods < 100 days. As a result, the majority of variable
stars that would be interesting for distance measurements
have period lengths that are comparable to the long period
tail of Cepheid samples observed in possible anchor galaxies
like M31 (e.g. Kodric et al. 2018). While OSARGs have a
more complicated oscillation pattern than these Cepheids,
we still expect that the main observational challenge will
be their detection at larger distances. Assuming that these
observational requirements can be met, we found that the
prediction accuracy is mostly sensitive to accurate measure-
ments of the periods and relatively robust against errors in
the amplitudes. This can be explained by the tightly spaced
period ratio structure of OSARG variables shown in Fig. 2
and the comparatively broad correlation between amplitude
and Wesenheit (see Fig. 3). We refer for a more discussion
to the appendix. In future work we will further investigate
which type of LPV stars can be used for distance calibration
in fainter samples. For the calibration of local Cepheid dis-
tances, OSARG variables already appear as a viable option.
In a practical application it will also be important to op-
timize the sample not only with respect to the width of the
conditional predictive distribution, but also such that dif-
ferences in the linear regression slope between the different
anchor samples are reduced. This procedure will naturally
include a more advanced outlier rejection methodology, that
was not optimized in this work. In this context we want to
reiterate that the methodology presented in this paper does
not require a prior classification of the sample into differ-
ent types of variable stars. Samples of variable stars that
are ‘good standard candles’ will be automatically selected
in high-dimensional feature space based on their small RMS
error and their robust regression functions across different
anchor samples. This not only reduces the need to obtain
large, accurately labeled training sets to use in variable star
classification pipelines, but also avoids biases due to misclas-
sification errors. In future work we will apply our methodol-
ogy to additional anchor samples and optimize our selection
criteria towards the specific science goal of calibrating local
supernovae samples.
We conclude that the usage of other types of variable
stars besides Cepheids as ‘standard candles’ has great poten-
tial to improve distance measurements and the calibration
of local supernovae samples, which will ultimately lead to
a better understanding of sources of systematic error in H0
measurements.
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APPENDIX A: FEATURE IMPORTANCE AND
ROBUSTNESS
The selection methodology presented in this paper is quite
general and able to identify samples of variable stars with
better prediction accuracy across a wide range of variable
star types as shown in Fig. 4. However we found that Ogle
Small Amplitude Red Giant variables show especially tight
Period-Wesenheit relations. To understand the sensitivity of
these predictions on the input feature set, this appendix per-
forms a feature importance study and tests the robustness
of our methodology against feature noise.
A1 Feature Importance
We use the Gini criterion (Breiman et al. 1984) (Eq. 7) as
implemented in the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al.
2011), as a measure of feature importance. Considering a
single tree, we associate a node with a split on a certain
variable. The split is selected such that the Gini criterion is
decreased. Furthermore, we can attribute a weight to each
node defined by the fraction of samples that reach this node.
Using these weights, we can average the decrease in the Gini
criterion across all trees in the Random Forest to obtain a
measure of how important a certain feature is.
Focusing on the LMC OSARG AGB dataset for simplic-
ity, we run the 10 fold cross validation procedure described
in §4.1 to obtain 10 estimates of feature importance as shown
in the left panel of Fig. A1. The errobars on the histograms
denote the 3σ errors across the 10 folds.
We see that the sets of periods are significantly more
important than the sets of amplitudes. The most important
features are the first P1 and third P3 period and the sec-
ondary amplitude A2. The least important one is the third
amplitude A3. We note however that especially the ampli-
tudes are correlated and we therefore expect a level of re-
dundancy in the information contained in the amplitude fea-
tures. Nonetheless, this result indicates that amplitude in-
formation is important for the prediction accuracy, even for
the single population of LMC OSARG AGB stars, for which
small oscillation amplitudes is a common feature. The much
larger importance of periods for the prediction accuracy is to
be expected, based on the fine grained period ratios apparent
in the Petersen Diagram (see Fig. 2) and the strong Period-
Wesenheit correlation in the Wood sequences (see §4.3).
A2 Feature Noise
We test the robustness of our Machine Learning method-
ology with respect to feature noise by artificially imposing
Gaussian random noise on the features and subsequently
testing the prediction accuracy. For this we perform an anal-
ysis similar to §4.1. We split the full dataset of LMC OSARG
AGB stars randomly into 2 disjoint, similarly sized parts:
the training set with 50000 stars and the test set with 41374
stars. We then add Gaussian noise to the set of periods, the
set of amplitudes and both sets of features respectively, train
our model on the training set and estimate conditional den-
sity functions for all stars in the test set. We do this for the
noiseless dataset, as well as the three aforementioned com-
binations of noisy data and perform the subsequent analysis
separtely on each of them. We select the 7% (3038) stars10
from the test set predictions that have the smallest predicted
conditional standard deviation. For this selected subset, we
estimate the relative increase in the root mean squared error
∆rel over the noiseless case defined as
∆rel =
RMSEnoisy − RMSEnoiseless
RMSEnoiseless
, (A1)
where RMSEnoisy and RMSEnoiseless denote the root mean
squared error (RMSE) defined in Eq. 8 for the noisy and
noise free datasets. The standard deviation of the Gaussian
noise that is imposed on the features is given as σ =
f
S/N ,
where S/N denotes the signal to noise ratio. We note that
10 This number amounts approximately to the sample size, where
the LMC AGB OSARG prediction accuracy begins to signifi-
cantly deviate from the Cepheid baseline as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure A1. Feature importance and robustness to input noise. Left: Feature importance for the full LMC OSARG AGB sample for the
period P1−3 and amplitude A1−3 features used in the analysis. We show the 3σ errors on the histograms to quantify the statistical noise.
Right: Signal to noise imposed on the respective feature combination against the relative RMSE increase over the noiseless performance
for a selected sample of 3038 LMC OSARG AGB stars. The grey horizontal contour and the error bars show the 2σ error to be expected
from the statistical variance. We show the case of imposing noise on the first three periods (red), Amplitudes (blue) and both features
(black).
this validation procedure is a slightly simplified version of
the 10 fold cross validation approach, as it considers only
a single train/test set split. This simplification is justified,
as the LMC OSARG AGB sample is quite large even after
selecting the best variable stars. For each prediction we ob-
tain errors by propagating the accuracy in the mean squared
error MSE through Eq. 8 and Eq. A1.
The right panel of Fig. A1 plots the signal to noise ratio
against the relative increase in the RMSE for the three sce-
narios, i.e. degrading the three amplitudes (blue), the three
periods (red) and both the periods and amplitudes (black).
The errorbars show the 2σ errors. The grey horizontal band
shows the 2σ error of the baseline noiseless case.
We see that degrading the periods has the largest ef-
fect on ∆rel, where the model is quite robust against a
degradation in the amplitudes. As expected, we obtain the
largest performance reduction, if all features are degraded.
For S/N ≈ 103, we obtain consistent results with the noiseless
case.
This apparent difference in robustness between peri-
ods and amplitudes can be explained by noting that the
sequences shown in the Petersen diagrams (Fig. 2) can only
be resolved, if the periods can be determined accurately. As
a result, we can assume that quite precise period determina-
tions are needed to robustly separate the Wood sequences,
which will be essential for accurate predictions. The corre-
lation between amplitude and Wesenheit shown in Fig. 3
are much broader and thus less sensitive to inaccurate mea-
surements of the amplitudes. Greater sensitivity to period
measurements compared with measurements of amplitudes,
can also be explained by the high feature importance of pe-
riods as discussed in §A1.
This analysis considered the case of the same input fea-
ture noise across the training and test sets. We leave the case
of different noise levels between training and test sets for fu-
ture work. However we would like to note that the training
sample will most likely have better photometry than the test
sample, if nearby samples are used as anchors. This suggests
that we can then artificially degrade this training sample to
match the noise properties of the test sets, even without a
more advanced correction.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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